
Mick McGraw is an aggressive Hollywood agent who reps famous singers. Moira 
Halimi-Joubert is a headstrong criminal defense attorney who studied opera. Brad 
Davenport is an arrogant billionaire hedge-fund manager who has a soft spot for 
dogs. Mick wants to make Moira a superstar, but she may have to dump Brad. 

What does the battle of the sexes look like when the combatants are equally 
matched—and might actually like each other? #MeThree?

Reminiscent of classic movie-studio romantic comedies like Pat & Mike and The 
Thin Man’s Nick and Nora, the contentious but lighthearted story of Mick & Moira 
& Brad engages this trio in a “full and frank exchange of views.”

PRAISE for MICK & MOIRA & BRAD
"This is smartly written with strong, sometimes very witty, dialogue. The narrative is 
rich with insights into “the biz,” particularly the music industry. Jones nails the latest 
in upscale fashion and other contemporary cultural trends. The story is fun, it moves 
fast, and it’s about Hollywood." - Roberta Edgar, coauthor of Million Dollar Miracle (Irwin 
Award Winner)

"Every story has two sides. Because of a love triangle, this one has three. And we 
don't know until the last page what she will decide. A great read and a fun 
journey . . . especially if you like roller coasters!" - John Rachel, author of Love 
Connection: Romance in the Land of the Rising Sun  

"Their interaction involved some humorous and quick back-and-forth dialogue, and 
those were some of my favorite scenes from the book. If romantic comedy is your 
go-to genre, you will have a blast with this one." - Pikasho Deka, Readers' Favorite 

From the book: Show business wasn’t just a job change. She’d jumped into an alternate universe, 
a phantasmic place with its eccentric traditions, rules, and jargon. A place where talent was never 
enough, where emotions are manufactured, delivered, and manipulated as a product. 
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
• Do you think "overnight success" might
be an oxymoron?
• Is "billionaire boyfriend" a serious goal?
• Do you think Hollywood deal-makers are
less honest than other business execs?
• What does it take to make it as a pop
singer? Who is your all-time favorite?
• How is stardom different today from the
experience of studio-contract talent of
yesteryear?
• How was the "battle of the sexes"
portrayed differently in movie classics?
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If you’re a fan of pop music and you’re curious about what goes on 
behind the cameras - you’ll enjoy this ride!
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